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Beck: The Island of Florida

THE ISLAND OF FLORIDA
by EARL R. BECK and EDWARD F. KEUCHEL*

a dignified and respectable
I German industrial1899andPrometheus,
scientific weekly magazine, featured
N THE SPRING OF

an article about “Project Ally Sloper,” an engineering scheme
of enormous proportions designed to divert the Gulf Stream
and alter the climate of North America and Western Europe.1
German readers were told that Americans, flushed with success
from the Spanish-American War, were contemplating spectacular
peacetime plans. The periodical proclaimed its “immeasurable
confidence” that this project, like all American plans, would be
carried through successfully.
The Gulf Stream, explained the German author, had a
tendency to flow northeastward. The peninsula of Florida provided a barrier to its normal flow, forcing it for a time to flow
almost southward before then turning east and later northward
to bring its warming breezes to the shores of England and
continental Europe. Now the “famous engineering firm of Ally
Sloper and Company” had conceived the project of cutting a
path directly across the Florida peninsula accompanied by one
dam built out from the end of the peninsula in a southwestward
direction and a second constructed off the eastern coast running
towards the northeast. The Gulf Stream would be diverted and
move northward along the Atlantic Coast all the way to
Canada!
Engineer “Al Opecius” conceded that this was a big task,
especially since it would involve cutting through a land mass
twice as broad as Panama, where the French canal company
had stagnated. But, he noted, Florida had no mountains to cut
through, and indeed there was a great deal of swampy and
marshy land to facilitate the project. Opecius was confident
that “the energy and perseverance of the Americans” would be
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successful. Moreover, he noted, Benjamin Franklin had conceived the idea 150 years earlier.
Although Florida would become an island and some property
owners would suffer losses, Opecius trusted they would find a
way to profit from the venture. More important the climate of
New England and even Canada would be greatly moderated.
New York, on the same latitude as Naples, might well have
the same climate!
Europe would be the loser. The moderating influence on
its climate of the Gulf Stream would be lost. Winds from the
Sahara might help southern Europe, but the British Isles and
much of northern Europe would revert to Siberian temperatures.
The most horrifying thought to German readers, presumably,
was that the wine industry would become a thing of the past—
good Rhine wine only a memory. The British Isles would be
changed even more drastically, but a consoling factor might
be found in the advantages which Canada would derive from
the project.
It was a clever ruse. After the successful Suez project, the
canals in Germany, and the Panama Canal effort, it did not seem
too impossible that someone might have conceived of a really
big canal across Florida! Only the usage of the term “Ally Sloper
and Company” signalled its humorous intent. Ally Sloper was
the pseudonym of Charles Henry Ross, a late nineteenth
century English humorist.2 The dateline, “Berlin, 1 April 1899,”
provided the final piece in the puzzle of the “Island of Florida”—
a German “April Fool” prank.3
Ross wrote a series of humorous adventures under the pseudonym “Ally
Sloper” including The Eastern Question Tackled (1878); Ally Sloper’s
Guide to the Paris Exhibition (1878); and Ally Sloper’s Comic Crackers
(1883).
3. Not being familiar with the works of Charles Henry Ross the present
writers were taken in by this German prank and spent hours in the
library checking sources ranging from the Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion to Scientific American and The Journal of the Franklin Institute
to find the American response to this incredible project. A check of
the Library of Congress printed card catalog under the author heading
“Ally Sloper” finally uncovered the ruse.
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